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A: You can use the Google search-answering feature, to get the precise URL: It will result in a search
page that you can use to search the "web" for the precise definition. Then you will have to decide if
you can trust the page. If it does provide the definition you want it should be legitimate and safe.

However, if you want your friend to do this, you can always point her to this page. Underdog
Philadelphia Eagles vs New England Patriots Storylines The Philadelphia Eagles are welcoming

quarterback Carson Wentz to the team as the trade deadline is approaching. NFL.com The
Philadelphia Eagles are getting what they want: a new quarterback. Tuesday's trade of franchise QB
Nick Foles to the Rams has set up head coach Doug Pederson to welcome back one of his former No.

2 quarterbacks. The Eagles and Wentz, who has been working out with the team all summer, are
expected to announce their agreement by the trade deadline on Wednesday, NFL sources told ESPN.
The Eagles also agreed to terms on a trade for outside linebacker Kiko Alonso on Tuesday. The deal,

which landed on ESPN's first-possession report, will reunite the Miami Dolphins' new outside
linebacker and former New York Jets defensive end. The Eagles traded Deone Bucannon to the Los

Angeles Chargers on Saturday for Philly's 2020 first-round pick, No. 11 overall. John Dowd/USA
TODAY Sports But Philadelphia's acquisition of Wentz, who has started in 37 regular-season games
for the Philadelphia Eagles since being drafted third overall in 2016, will eclipse that transaction. At
the same time, despite the Eagles' current struggles -- the team is 0-5 with losses in each of their

past four games and sits in last place in the NFC East -- they are still one of the top contenders in the
playoff race. Philadelphia has allowed the fewest points in the league in the first five games of the

season, and Wentz's recent four-game streak of multiple touchdown passes is the first time a
quarterback has had four such games since the 2006 season. As a result, Foles was added to the
trade block, and Doug Pederson is now in the uncharted territory of owning two quarterbacks. The

move is set to cost the Eagles two first-round
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